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For training that is as fun as it is effective, this is a must-have
resource for anyone involved in training. Detailing the “who,” “what,”
“ when,” “why” and “how” of learning, Telling Ain’t Training provides
everything you need to energise and engage leaders regardless of age
experience. Fast-paced, fun and interactive, Telling Ain’t Training
incorporates principles of adult learning to separate learning myth
from learning fact. Understand how people learn, what makes training
successful, why training fails and how to achieve amazing training
results.The use of synchronous online training is growing rapidly. Don't
get left behind! This issue teaches the basics of designing for the
virtual classroom. You will learn how to use the ADDIE model to design
synchronous online learning, select activities that maximize participant
engagement, and determine the best structure and flow to virtual
training events.Leaders want to see changes in behavior as a result of
what people have learned and may expect these new behaviors to
deliver results for the business. With the third edition of this book,
readers have an opportunity to update their understanding of this
classic evaluation framework and to learn from the case studies about
how to effectively apply the framework to a variety of learning
programs. Readers are presented with the tools and the know-how to
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tell their own story of value creation.---Foreword by Merrill C.
Anderson, Ph.D, Chief Executive Officer, MetrixGlobal, LLCTrain the
Trainer is a four-volume collection, containing the best and most
popular issues about the training process--from instructional design to
ethics to evaluation. Train the Trainer volume 3 provides you with a
selection of training programs to implement. The contents of this
volume will get you started with facilitation and workshop skills. This
volume includes the following 15 issues--How to Facilitate, Effective
Classroom Training Techniques, New Employee Orientation, Change
Management, Be a Better Manager, Mentoring, Leading Work Teams,
Strategic Planning 101, Supervisory Training, Call Center Training,
Meetings That Work!, Control That Email!, How to Resolve Conflict,
Sexual Harassment, and Diversity Programs that Work.In today’s
parlance, smart board is the new chalkboard and for the profession of
training and development, this new, 2nd edition of the ASTD Handbook
is the MUST-HAVE resource for every practitioner. The ASTD Handbook
(2nd edition), more than a year in the making, maintains the authentic
credibility of ASTD’s first Handbook (2008), incorporates the new
competencies of the profession, and includes more than 50 chapters
authored by the top professionals in the T&D space. This all-new
material is not just the "best of," but it is the BEST there is. Together
with the first edition it represents the essence of the training practice
with solid how-to content, plus tools, resources, technology, and more.
Spearheaded by expert trainer and world-renowned author, editor, and
speaker, Elaine Biech, this is an essential title for your training library.
It’s YOUR Profession, OWN IT!The Event Planning Toolkit will help you
rise to the occasion to plan and execute extraordinary meetings and
events by getting organized, reducing time-wasting mistakes, and
inspiring creativity. The Event Planning Toolkit provides the
information you need to prepare and execute each aspect of your
event with precision and enjoy the big day with less stress and fewer
unpleasant surprises. It provides the assistance you need to make your
event a real hit. Many people find the thought of planning an event to
be an intimidating prospect. They think they’re not organized enough,
or they don’t have the experience required to pull it off. But whatever
the occasion, the path to success is straightforward; it’s a matter of
thinking through the details and using a proven strategy to create an
action plan and execute that plan on time and on budget. In this book,
you will not only learn how to manage your scope, time, and resources,
but also identify goals, create a budget, find the right venue, assemble
an effective team, and much more. Use The Event Planning Toolkit to
uncover some juicy nuggets of information that you can apply to your
next event and give you the courage and confidence take on any new
project or assignment that comes your way.E-learning--the delivery of
training and performance support directly to employees' desktops--is
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exploding in growth and complexity. The 2002 ASTD E-Learning
Handbook gives readers the very juiciest, most practical, most recent
articles and reference information from leading experts and gurus.
Covering E-Learning best practices and useful reviews of the literature,
the book gives guidance on getting better results for dollars
committed to E-Learning and provides a directory of contact
information for key E-Learning organizations, sources, conference
schedules, and more.This collection of 17 Infolines on instructional
systems development walks you throughneeds assessmenttask
analysisbehavioral objectiveseffective job aidsevaluation
methodsclassroom training techniquesThis revised set provides a
better aligned overview of the ADDIE model of ISD, encompassing
analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation to
target training to your learners' needs. Infoline's ISD Collection is the
ideal place to start learning and applying OR take what you know one
step further using the included job aids and tools.This practical, how-to
overview of the entire training function provides new trainers with
critical training skills. Use ""ASTD's Ultimate Train the Trainer""
program to bring new trainers quickly up-to-speed, engage SMEs in the
learning process, and enhance seasoned trainers' skills with the latest
techniques for delivering powerful training. Following the proven
ADDIE methodology, ""ASTD's Ultimate Train the Trainer"" provides a
comprehensive program including options for full-day or multi-day
session agendas, as well as learning activities, customizable
PowerPoint[registered] slides, and participant handouts. Authored by
training's consummate professional, Elaine Biech, ""ASTD's Ultimate
Train the Trainer"" is a 'must have' for every training manager's
bookshelf.The essential e-learning design manual, updated with the
latest research, design principles, and examples e-Learning and the
Science of Instruction is the ultimate handbook for evidence-based elearning design. Since the first edition of this book, e-learning has
grown to account for at least 40% of all training delivery media.
However, digital courses often fail to reach their potential for learning
effectiveness and efficiency. This guide provides research-based
guidelines on how best to present content with text, graphics, and
audio as well as the conditions under which those guidelines are most
effective. This updated fourth edition describes the guidelines,
psychology, and applications for ways to improve learning through
personalization techniques, coherence, animations, and a new chapter
on evidence-based game design. The chapter on the Cognitive Theory
of Multimedia Learning introduces three forms of cognitive load which
are revisited throughout each chapter as the psychological basis for
chapter principles. A new chapter on engagement in learning lays the
groundwork for in-depth reviews of how to leverage worked examples,
practice, online collaboration, and learner control to optimize learning.
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The updated instructor's materials include a syllabus, assignments,
storyboard projects, and test items that you can adapt to your own
course schedule and students. Co-authored by the most productive
instructional research scientist in the world, Dr. Richard E. Mayer, this
book distills copious e-learning research into a practical manual for
improving learning through optimal design and delivery. Get up to date
on the latest e-learning research Adopt best practices for
communicating information effectively Use evidence-based techniques
to engage your learners Replace popular instructional ideas, such as
learning styles with evidence-based guidelines Apply evidence-based
design techniques to optimize learning games e-Learning continues to
grow as an alternative or adjunct to the classroom, and
correspondingly, has become a focus among researchers in learningrelated fields. New findings from research laboratories can inform the
design and development of e-learning. However, much of this research
published in technical journals is inaccessible to those who actually
design e-learning material. By collecting the latest evidence into a
single volume and translating the theoretical into the practical, eLearning and the Science of Instruction has become an essential
resource for consumers and designers of multimedia learning.Forget
what you know about the world of work You crave feedback. Your
organization's culture is the key to its success. Strategic planning is
essential. Your competencies should be measured and your
weaknesses shored up. Leadership is a thing. These may sound like
basic truths of our work lives today. But actually, they're lies. As
strengths guru and bestselling author Marcus Buckingham and Cisco
Leadership and Team Intelligence head Ashley Goodall show in this
provocative, inspiring book, there are some big lies--distortions, faulty
assumptions, wrong thinking--that we encounter every time we show
up for work. Nine lies, to be exact. They cause dysfunction and
frustration, ultimately resulting in workplaces that are a pale shadow
of what they could be. But there are those who can get past the lies
and discover what's real. These freethinking leaders recognize the
power and beauty of our individual uniqueness. They know that
emergent patterns are more valuable than received wisdom and that
evidence is more powerful than dogma. With engaging stories and
incisive analysis, the authors reveal the essential truths that such
freethinking leaders will recognize immediately: that it is the strength
and cohesiveness of your team, not your company's culture, that
matter most; that we should focus less on top-down planning and more
on giving our people reliable, real-time intelligence; that rather than
trying to align people's goals we should strive to align people's sense
of purpose and meaning; that people don't want constant feedback,
they want helpful attention. This is the real world of work, as it is and
as it should be. Nine Lies About Work reveals the few core truths that
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will help you show just how good you are to those who truly rely on
you.Packed with checklists, advice, and how-to features, The Virtual
Training Guidebook teaches you how to design, deliver, and implement
live online learning. This book will help learning professionals
transition to the online classroom by taking a holistic look at
successful implementation, including gaining organizational support,
selecting a platform, designing classes, selecting facilitators,
preparing participants, global considerations, and the logistics
required for success. Learn how to prepare for a virtual training
rollout. Create live online classes using a three-step design process.
Select the technology that is right for the organization. Select and
prepare facilitators who can effectively engage participants.
Informal learning is semi-structured and occurs in a variety of places
through daily interactions among a group of people. Though
participants have the intention of learning something, it happens
outside of a traditional classroom setting without an instructor. This
type of learning is increasing in popularity as it allows for learning to
happen on-demand and at the learner’s pace. This book introduces
readers to informal learning and provides them with practical
suggestions for implementing informal learning in their organizations.
Readers will discover how people learn informally, ways to provide
informal learning, how to use technology to support informal learning,
how to make the most of existing resources, and more.
Keeping your training participants on task and in the room with you is
a challenge for every trainer. This Infoline is a primer on the use of the
most effective techniques — including icebreakers, questioning,
brainstorming, case studies, role playing, demonstrations, simulations,
games, and more. The issue will show you how to develop these
training techniques and offers advice for their appropriate use in the
classroom.Don't Let Brilliant Ideas Get Lost in Bad Presentations.
Inspiring and influencing others starts with the effective delivery of
ideas. Speaker and trainer Christee Gabour Atwood designed the
interactive two-day, one-day, and half-day workshops in this book with
exactly that in mind. Help your training participants become confident
speakers who engage and invigorate others with effective
presentations and address challenges with tact and professionalism.
Complete with effective training methodologies, this book helps you
accelerate learning and leverage technology for maximum efficiency.
Workshop programs found in this volume make planning easy and can
be tailored for the unique needs of your organization. Supplemental
resources are available online and include downloadable and
customizable presentation slides, handouts, assessments, and
tools.Build your virtual training skills with this new edition of Virtual
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Training Basics by Cindy Huggett. Virtual Training Basics will get you
started with the fundamentals of virtual training, and then build you
up through design and facilitation, with updated material and two new
chapters to cover the latest breakthroughs and skills you need to
know. In this book, you will: - Get tips from a variety of seasoned
virtual trainers. - Gain insight into the differences (and similarities)
between facilitating in-person training and virtual training. Understand the fundamentals of virtual training design.Here's the
""must have"" reference book for anyone involved in training, human
resources development, and workplace learning. Published by the most
trusted name in the industry, ""The ASTD Handbook for Workplace
Learning Professionals"" is a required tool for all learning
professionals. This practical ""go to"" resource is a new contribution to
the field, comprising 50+ chapters, each authored by renowned
industry practitioners. The handbook offers the most up-to-date
methodologies and practices covering the entire range of the training
and development profession and also includes valuable worksheets
and tools on a companion CD-ROM.This comprehensive companion
volume to the bestselling ASTD Training and Development Handbook
(Craig, ed.) helps trainers design classroom, self-study, or technologybased training programs. Delivering the latest information on how
adults learn best and human performance technology, it shows
trainers how to prepare lesson plans, create visual aids, and deliver
highly memorable presentations.The best facilitation techniques
harness the unique strengths of individual instructors, while
incorporating what the learners need to succeed. Classroom
facilitators Jim Teeters and Lynn Hodges draw on more than 70
combined years of experience to share their unique and accessible
approach to teaching adults. The Teach With Style methodology is a
dynamic model built around four “instructor styles,” each supported
by strategies and tactics that you can use in the classroom. This book
will help you improve certain facilitation techniques and skills while
enhancing your natural strengths, for a balanced, fresh approach to
adult instruction that will accelerate your students’ learning.The
classic guide to instructional design, fully updated for thenew ways we
learn Rapid Instructional Design is the industry standard guideto
creating effective instructional materials, providingno-nonsense
practicality rather than theory-driven text. Beginningwith a look at
what "instructional design" really means, readersare guided step-bystep through the ADDIE model to exploretechniques for analysis,
design, development, intervention, andevaluation. This new third
edition has been updated to cover newapplications, technologies, and
concepts, and includes many newtemplates, real-life examples, and
additional instructor materials.Instruction delivery has expanded
rapidly in the nine years sincethe second edition's publication, and this
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update covers all themajor advances in the field. The major
instructional models areexpanded to apply to e-learning, MOOCs,
mobile learning, and socialnetwork-based learning. Informal learning
and communities ofpractice are examined, as well. Instructional design
is the systematic process by whichinstructional materials are designed,
developed, and delivered.Designers must determine the learner's
current state and needs,define the end goals of the instruction, and
create an interventionto assist in the transition. This book is a
complete guide to theprocess, helping readers design efficient,
effective materials. Learn the ins and outs of the ADDIE model Discover
shortcuts for rapid design Design for e-learning, Millennials, and
MOOCs Investigate methods for emerging avenues of instruction This
book does exactly what a well-designed course should do,providing
relevant guidance for anyone who wants to know how toapply good
instructional design. Eminently practical and fullyup-to-date, Rapid
Instructional Design is the one-stop guideto more effective
instruction.No project management training? No problem! In today's
workplace, employees are routinely expected to coordinate and
manage projects. Yet, chances are, you aren't formally trained in
managing projects—you're an unofficial project manager.
FranklinCovey experts Kory Kogon, Suzette Blakemore, and James
Wood understand the importance of leadership in project completion
and explain that people are crucial in the formula for success. Project
Management for the Unofficial Project Manager offers practical, realworld insights for effective project management and guides you
through the essentials of the people and project management process:
Initiate Plan Execute Monitor/Control Close Unofficial project managers
in any arena will benefit from the accessible, engaging real-life
anecdotes, memorable “Project Management Proverbs," and quick
reviews at the end of each chapter. If you're struggling to keep your
projects organized, this book is for you. If you manage projects without
the benefit of a team, this book is also for you. Change the way you
think about project management—"project manager" may not be your
official title or necessarily your dream job, but with the right
strategies, you can excel.It’s a digital world; is your training up to
speed? Build your virtual training skills with this new edition of Virtual
Training Basics by Cindy Huggett. You don’t have to be a tech wizard
to follow her tested and proven techniques for enhancing your virtual
training design and delivery. E-learning has been around since the late
90s, but it continually evolves. Sometimes, it may seem impossible to
keep up—but your learners need courses that they can take anywhere,
organizations need to save money and time on travel, and everyone
expects your material to be as current as possible. Take it back to the
basics. Virtual Training Basics will get you started with the
fundamentals of virtual training, and then build you up through design
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and facilitation, with updated material and two new chapters to cover
the latest breakthroughs and skills you need to know. In this book, you
will: · Get tips from a variety of seasoned virtual trainers. · Gain insight
into the differences (and similarities) between facilitating in-person
training and virtual training. · Understand the fundamentals of virtual
training design. Whether you’re new to virtual training or looking for
ways to update your existing skills, Virtual Training Basics, 2nd
edition, will take you there.Harness the power of the leaders in your
organization to grow your learning culture. Expanding on the
leadership development approach introduced in the 2009 bestselling
title, Leaders as Teachers, this new action guide shares the
experiences of companies where "leaders as teachers" is the driving
principle for leadership development. Leaders as Teachers Action
Guide: Proven Approaches for Unlocking Success in Your Organization
presents easy to use instructions, as well as supporting researchbased data, for developing top-performing leaders This book will
provide you with: case studies and success stories to inspire your
program tools to help determine the best approach for your
organization templates to design learning programs that work for your
leader-teachers.Learn to measure the results of your technology-based
learning programs with this step-by-step guide. Few would dispute the
convenience, cost, and efficiency of learning through technology.
Whether e-learning, blended learning, or mobile learning, it’s usually
just in time, just enough, and just for the user. The challenge with elearning lies in proving its value and showing the results. The cost
savings and the outcome of the learning program must be considered
to determine the true value of these programs. Renowned ROI experts
Jack and Patti Phillips have joined with Tamar Elkeles, the chief
learning officer for Qualcomm, to provide this guide for measuring the
success of e-learning programs. By following the steps prescribed in
this book, designers and developers can significantly affect the
success of e-learning at the application and impact levels, ultimately
making the ROI easy to develop. Part I of the book outlines the steps
that make up the logical approach to evaluation using the ROI
Methodology. Part II describes how the methodology has been applied
in real-life case studies. These studies represent a variety of industries
and applications and are written by experienced professionals in the
field of learning and development.Are you reinventing the wheel each
time you create a training project? Organize your way to efficiency
with project management templates and tools specifically designed for
training professionals. This book is at its core a bank of training
knowledge. Each customizable template is practical to use on trainingrelated projects or ongoing operations. In this book you will find: forms
to help you manage all aspects of your training projecthelpful
information to guide you as you institute an information system for
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your training departmenttemplates that help you deliver business
results and business success. Using good forms correctly can greatly
increase productivity and consistency within a distributed network of
project team members. Whether you are a project manager who has
training responsibilities, or a trainer responsible for managing
projects, this guide offers tools you need to maximize
efficiency.Contains tools needed in areas such as e-learning,
communication skills, diversity and cross-cultural awareness,
performance improvement, and management development - Back
cover.Practical guidelines for implementing the six disciplines of
breakthrough learning The Six Disciplines of Breakthrough Learning
has become a standard for companies serious about increasing the
return on their investment in learning and development. Now the
authors help workplace learning professionals apply the concepts of
their bestselling book. With real-world applications, case studies, howto guidelines, and practical advice and examples for implementing the
6Ds, The 6Ds Fieldbook: Beyond ADDIE will help organizations
substantially increase the return on investment and decrease "learning
scrap," the potential value that goes unrealized in many learning and
development initiatives. Helps OD professionals apply the concepts of
the bestselling Six Disciplines of Breakthrough Learning Includes all
new case studies, examples, tools, and best practices in use by
organizations that have successfully used the 6Ds Taps into the
experience and expertise of 6Ds practitioners Linking to social media
to enhance the lessons of the book, The 6Ds Fieldbook is an easy-touse and widely-applicable guide to getting the most from learning and
development.Active Training has become a classic book in the field of
training and development and a standard text on graduate-level HRD
programs. It turned instructional design on its head by shifting the
emphasis away from the instructor and on to the learner. A lot has
happened in the training field in the last 10 years since the previous
edition was written and this new edition -- the third significant update
in 25 years -- adds sections to comprehensively cover new learning
technologies and applications, including social media, m-learning, and
creating affordable media; addresses the evolving role of trainers,
including onboarding, leading change, coaching managers, mentoring,
internal consulting, and building teams; tackles new business realities
and challenges, including doing more with less, globalization, and
working with multi-generational workforces; and offers best practices
for new trainer tasks, skills, and knowledge, including working with the
C-suite, engaging and retaining employees, developing leaders, vendor
management, and working with SMEs. Revisions include updated
workplace examples, new and revised templates and worksheets,
updated theory and research sections, and expanded guidelines on
evaluating and training ROI, extending the value of training programs,
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and managing Active Training programs to show state-of-the art
applications. What will continue to set these books apart is the
relevance of dozens of new examples, the wisdom and impact of fresh
practical tips, and the rigor and expertise supporting dozens of
exercises and techniques.Virtual training and instruction has allowed
students from different continents to learn simultaneously from a
distinguished professor, as well as dispersed employees of a
transnational company to participate together in training seminars.
Because of this unprecedented flexibility it has provided for today’s
learning professionals, virtual training is undoubtedly here to
stay--which means designers and facilitators need to learn to adapt
their programs and delivery styles if they are going to be as effective
virtually as they are in the physical classroom.The Successful Virtual
Classroom goes beyond merely introducing the technology that has
already become commonplace in many areas of society today, and
instead seeks to offer trainers proven techniques tailored specifically
to engage line online audiences. By being shown how to best utilize
some easy-to-use tools, checklists, and worksheets, readers will learn
how to:• Make the most of virtual classroom features such as content
and screen sharing, annotation tools, polls, and breakout rooms•
Weave chat responses into the discussion• Compensate for the
absence of body language• Monitor feedback• Engage individuals with
different learning styles• Encourage audience contribution• Meet the
unique needs of global participants• And moreFeaturing case studies
from Oracle, UPS, and others who have maximized this new medium’s
potential, as well as icebreakers and interactive exercises designed for
an online environment, this book helps readers create programs that
truly drive learner engagement.Make your foray into successive
approximations successful and as easy as possible. In the 2012
bestseller, Leaving ADDIE for SAM, learning professionals were
introduced to the Successive Approximation Model (SAM) and the
Savvy Start--the key to a successful project kick-off. Together, these
concepts incorporate contemporary Agile processes that simplify
design and development, yielding more energetic and effective
learning experiences. This companion Field Guide provides the job
aids, tools, and templates you need to put the SAM methodology in
motion and take your ISD practice to new heights. Complete with a
foreword by Michael Allen, this book is an essential resource to create
better, faster training products and "move the needle" on current
training efforts. In this book, you will: * Apply the principles and
concepts behind Leaving ADDIE for SAM. * Update your training
products with these contemporary, Agile design processes. * Use the
job aids, tools, and templates provided to work on actual projects.Are
your virtual training tools ready for a tune-up? You've discovered the
best way to reach remote audiences without boarding a single plane.
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And you've learned that an effective virtual training program is
relatively short, highly relevant, and extremely engaging. Now you
need the tried-and-true tools that will make your next program an allout success. Virtual Training Tools and Templates: An Action Guide to
Live Online Learning offers proven resources for delivering top-notch
virtual training programs. Make expert trainer Cindy Huggett's
professional array of virtual tools your own, and discover new
perspectives from a range of training trailblazers. You'll find their realworld lessons learned and get full access to their secrets of the trade.
Starting with a simple four-step process (get started, get ready, get
buy-in, and get going), Huggett helps you select the right technology,
then offers detailed sections on how to design content, develop
activities, and work with both facilitators and producers. And if you're
wondering how to prepare participants and evaluate program results,
Huggett does not disappoint. Follow along as she guides you with new
and relevant tips, tools, and templates every step of the way. A virtual
training pioneer, Huggett wrote this book for you---instructional
designers, facilitating trainers, learning coordinators, and training
managers. And she continues to experiment with creative techniques
and hone her skills so you can jump in with confidence. This complete
guide builds on the author's popular The Virtual Training
Guidebook---use them together or on their own to delve into Huggett's
holistic approach to virtual training.The "E-Learning Methodologies"
guide will support professionals involved in the design and
development of e-learning projects and products. The guide reviews
the basic concepts of e-learning with a focus on adult learning, and
introduces the various activities and roles involved in an e-learning
project. The guide covers methodologies and tips for creating
interactive content and for facilitating online learning, as well as some
of the technologies used to create and deliver e-learning.Adaptive
learning systems allow corporations to enhance and adjust training to
the individual learner. Adaptive learning also allows companies to
measure and assess what training participants have learned and how
to further help them. In “Personalizing Training With Adaptive
Learning Systems,” James Bennett presents an overview of adaptive
learning and then dives deeper into details that will make working with
adaptive learning systems much easier and more effective. This issue
of TD at Work: · identifies the types of problems adaptive learning
solves · defines common components of adaptive learning systems ·
discusses designing and developing in an adaptive system, including
providing a design steps template · addresses what to look for when
choosing an adaptive learning system.Rapid Training Development
Professionals who develop training courses know that during the
challenging developmental phase of the five-part Instructional Systems
Design—Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and
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Evaluation—the actual learning materials are created. The
development phase is at the very heart of building a successful
training program. They also know that creating learning materials can
be an extremely time-consuming process. Rapid Training Development
offers a much-needed resource that outlines rapid approaches and
handy techniques for creating effective learning materials that get
results. Written by George M. Piskurich, a leader in organizational
learning, this vital book is a hands-on guide for developing training
courses that can be delivered in a variety of ways—in the classroom,
on-the-job-training, asynchronous and synchronous e-learning,
structured mentoring or the newest mobile technologies. The book is
filled with practical tips, guidelines, and shortcuts that are targeted to
each of the various training delivery systems. Rapid Training
Development explains what is (and what isn't) course development and
provides a wealth of general rapid course development techniques and
suggestions for all types of course development. Filled with illustrative
examples, the book shows how various rapid development techniques
can be applied in real-life training development situations. The author
explores the use of various techniques for rapid course development
such as self-directed learning and performance tools. The book also
includes the most current delivery system approaches such as elearning and popular mobile technologies—podcasting and PDA-based
learning. Rapid Training Development is a hands-on guide for doing it
faster, doing it easier, and doing it right.The Practice Standard for
Project Risk Management covers risk management as it is applied to
single projects only. It does not cover risk in programs or portfolios.
This practice standard is consistent with the PMBOK® Guide and is
aligned with other PMI practice standards. Different projects,
organizations and situations require a variety of approaches to risk
management and there are several specific ways to conduct risk
management that are in agreement with principles of Project Risk
Management as presented in this practice standard.Your Fix-It Guide
to Training When you need to repair an appliance on the fritz, you can
consult the instruction manual. But if you’re stuck when designing or
facilitating training, what resource can you turn to for solutions to your
problem? Part troubleshooting guide, part introduction to training
design and delivery, Troubleshooting for Trainers delivers in-themoment fixes and longer-term solutions for common challenges at
every stage of the learning and development process. Pull it out when
you’re in a predicament, flip to the related challenge listed in the table
of contents, and find some immediate relief. Better yet, use it to
discover tips and strategies that will help you proactively avoid the
crises new trainers face. Covering more than 40 challenges, the book
offers solutions for when: • you feel a lack of personal and professional
credibility • training isn’t well regarded • you don’t have enough
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resources • you have minimal learning design expertise • you’re
uncertain about measurement and reporting metrics • live training
surprises throw you for a loop • you encounter challenging
participants. Perfect for the busy trainer, each chapter briefly
describes a challenge for trainers, offers a series of solutions for
overcoming it, and includes some resources to go deeper about the
topic. Job aids and sample worksheets accompany the solutions. “If
only I knew this when I was starting out.” Experienced trainers often
express this sentiment later in their careers. Why wait? The next time
you’re at a training impasse, troubleshoot your way out.The Trainer's
Handbook walks readers step-by-step through the training process and
contains tips on assessing the needs of participants, keeping training
learner-centered, incorporating activities into training, selecting
audiovisual aids, and closing sessions creatively. As practical as it is
instructive, the guide is filled with worksheets, checklists, and
assessments--reproducible on the accompanying CD-ROM--that are
designed to be flexible so trainers can plan their own paths to success.
New content shows trainers how to train successfully in a down
economy, as well a new Instructor's Guide.The Art of Great Training
Delivery is designed to help trainers move their training and
facilitation skills to the next level of performance.?Written by Jean
Barbazette--an expert in the field of training and development--this
vital resource is filled with down-to-earth advice and illustrative
examples for selecting and using a variety of training?methods. Her
advice helps trainers create the best learning experience that will
improve learner retention.?The book covers a wealth of topics
including how to use case studies, conduct inventories, exercises,
games, and simulations, facilitate role plays, as well as conduct
effective and safe demonstrations and administer tests. The Art of
Great Training Delivery is a volume in The Skilled Trainer series. Praise
for The Art of Great Training Delivery "What a gift to the training
profession! Once again Jean has packaged valuable tips, tools, and
techniques to make every trainer's life easier and more complete.
From setting a learning climate to administering tests; selecting an
icebreaker to completing follow-up; how to facilitate case studies and
role plays; enhancing your training style--it's all here! Add a CD for
good measure and you have a bundle of brilliant basics--you'll wonder
how you ever lived without them!" --Elaine Biech, ebb associates inc,
author, Training for Dummies and The Business of Consulting "The Art
of Great Training Delivery is a complete guide for training success.
Jean not only covers all the bases but provides nuggets of training
wisdom that will last an entire career. An invaluable resource for new
and veteran trainers!" --Mel Silberman, Ph.D., author, Training the
Active Training Way and Active Training "Perfect for anyone who wants
a detailed, analytical approach to training--with enough tools and
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examples to make the concepts applicable to any training program.
Written for both the new as well as experienced trainer, there is
something for everyone in this thoroughly documented and researched
book." --Sharon Bowman, author, The Ten-Minute Trainer
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